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ABSTRACT
Emerging app-in-app ecosystems (e.g., WeChat) provide a light-
weight and efficient WebView-based runtime for mini-apps, which
frequently load rich web content from remote servers and access
sensitive resources via APIs provided by the super-apps (a.k.a. the
app-in-app frameworks). Inspired by the content security policy
(CSP), super-apps enforce a domain-based allowlist to preventmini-
apps from loading untrusted and malicious web content.

In this paper, we observe that the domain-based allowlist mech-
anism is unreliable in app-in-app ecosystems because it assumes all
web pages under the allowlist domain are trusted. To demonstrate
such weakness, we propose a novel attack called TrustedDomain
Compromise (TDC) Attack, along with two interesting attack vec-
tors, through which attackers can manipulate unsafe domains or
URLs to bypass the allowlist check and launch phishing attack
or abuse runtime APIs. Thereafter, we conduct the first empirical
study on the TDCAttack in the real-world app-in-app ecosystems.
Specifically, we investigate the underlying reasons for the failure
of the allowlist mechanism and propose an automated analysis
framework for identifying TDCAttacks in real-world mini-apps.
Our experiment shows that popular app-in-app ecosystems includ-
ingWeChat, Alipay, and Baidu are all vulnerable to the TDCAttack.
Further, we have identified 26 exploitable real-world mini-apps.

CCS CONCEPTS
• Security and privacy→Web application security.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Recently, the app-in-app paradigm has gained significant popular-
ity. With its array of diverse mini-apps, it provides users access to
distinct features and functionalities without necessitating them to
exit the super-app. These mini-apps dynamically load remote web
content into a WebView-based mini-app runtime [5], possessing
the capability to access sensitive super-app user data and system re-
sources via the dedicated APIs provided by the super-apps. There-
fore, for the purpose of ensuring the security of the app-in-app
ecosystem, it is crucial to guarantee that the web content loaded
by the mini-app should be benign and trusted.

Inspired by the practical and effective web security policy, i.e.,
Content Security Policy (CSP) [3], the app-in-app ecosystem em-
ploys a domain-oriented allowlist mechanism against the loading
and injection of potentially harmful web content in mini-apps. To
enable the allowlist protection in a mini-app, its developers define
the allowlist of the web domains whose content is treated as se-
cure. In runtime, this allowlist is respected and enforced by the
corresponding super-app. In particular, when a mini-app accesses
a URL, the super-app intercepts the request of the URL and only
permits if it matches the allowlist. In this way, even if a remote at-
tacker targets on a mini-app through web and mobile attacks, e.g.,
content-injection or phishing deeplink [32], allowlist can prevent
malicious content from being loaded into the mini-app.

As discussed above, the allowlist security protection plays a vi-
tal role in safeguarding the security of mini-apps. However, it is
built on the unreliable assumption that all web pages under each
domain (denoted as domain assets) listed in the allowlist should be
benign and safe, which is increasingly proving to be insufficiently
reliable within today’s app-in-app ecosystem. In particular, mini-
app developers typically construct the domain allowlist based on
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the URLs their mini-apps commonly access. The quantity and se-
curity of these domain assets are often inadequately ensured.

In light of these, we propose TrustedDomain Compromise Attack,
i.e., TDCAttack, in the app-in-app ecosystem and identify two dis-
tinct attack vectors: (i) allowlist domain abusing e.g., subdomain
takeover; and (ii) insecure domain assets, e.g., XSS and open redi-
rection. We demonstrate that even when the super-app rigorously
enforces the allowlist validation, mini-apps still suffer from TD-
CAttack. Attackers, by manipulating unsafe domains or domain
assets, can achieve (i) phishing attacks by loading pages within
the (protected) mini-app context, and (ii) even executing malicious
code. More severely, attackers can further abuse the runtime APIs
provided by the super-app, i.e., gaining the unauthorized access to
sensitive super-app data and system resources.
Our work. In this paper, we conduct the first attempt and present
an empirical study of the security of allowlist deployments across
different super-apps. Through this study, we aim to explore the
following research questions:
RQ1: What and how many domains are included in the allowlist of

a given mini-app?
RQ2: Which vulnerabilities can be exploited to launch TDCAttack

in various super-apps?
RQ3: How does TDCAttack affect real-world mini-apps?

A significant challenge in solving RQ1 is that the allowlist con-
figurations of mini-apps are often hardly retrieved. This is mainly
because the allowlist is typically stored in the super-app server (i.e.,
mini-app developers need to submit their allowlist to the super-
app for make it effective). The allowlist content is a black box for
us. One important insight is that the allowlist content can be re-
flected by the mini-app’s source code. Therefore, we propose a
static analysis-based approach against mini-app code to automati-
cally learn the corresponding allowlist content. Moreover, we find
that during allowlist matching, wildcard is frequently used. Thus,
we extend the obtained allowlist using automated subdomain dis-
covery techniques [4]. As a result, we vet the security of 11838
mini-app in total, including 4,446 mini-apps from WeChat, 3,946
from Alipay, 3,446 from Baidu. We successfully extract 81,978 al-
lowed domains.

To solve RQ2, we find there exist semantic gaps between vul-
nerable domain assets and practical TDCAttack. Specifically, not
all web vulnerabilities can be exploited to launch TDCAttack. This
is because TDCAttack targets the front-end users of mini-apps and
attackers are confined to launch attacks by manipulating links that
users click on. Moreover, super-apps may implement customized
defenses, resulting in the efficacy of a vulnerability varying across
different super-apps. To solve this problem,we investigate the threat
models of allowlist mechanism in the high-profile super-apps, i.e.,
WeChat, Alipay, and Baidu. We carefully analyze the top web vul-
nerabilities listed by OWASP [2], and check the vulnerabilities that
may be exploited for TDCAttack. Overall, we finally identify four
types of exploitable vulnerabilities for TDCAttack. AlthoughWeChat
and Aliapy enforce their customized defense mechanisms, they are
still vulnerable to TDCAttacks. Based on these findings, we further
analyze the extracted domain assets and find that 140 mini-apps
are potentially vulnerable to TDCAttack.
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Figure 1: Overview of allowlist mechanism.

To solve RQ3, we verify whether the identified vulnerable do-
main assets can be successfully loaded by the corresponding mini-
apps. Specifically, we conduct a static cross-context data-flow anal-
ysis from the mini-app’s entry points (i.e., onLoad lifecycle func-
tions in JS files) from the URL loading operations (i.e., src assign-
ment in HTML files) to analyze the process of external input pars-
ing. Based on the analysis result, we automaticallywrap the vulner-
able URLs in a template-based testing triggered by the ‘adb’ com-
mand. The testing results are monitored by hooking relevant We-
bView callbacks. Finally, we verify 26 exploitable TDCAttack, and
deliver case studies to demonstrate their security impacts, includ-
ing phishing, privacy leakage, and privilege escalation.
Contributions. We sumarize our contributions below.
• We conduct the first security analysis of the allowlist mech-

anismwithin the app-in-app ecosystem and propose a novel
security issue of TDCAttack.
• To assess its security hazards in the real world, we design

and implement an automated analysis framework for iden-
tifying vulnerable mini-apps susceptible to TDCAttack.
• Through an evaluation encompassing 11,838 mini-apps, we

successfully identify 26 exploitable mini-apps and confirm
various security consequences, including phishing, privacy
leakage, and privilege escalation.

2 UNDERSTANDING TDCATTACK
In this section, we first give an overview of the allowlist mecha-
nism in the app-in-app ecosystem. Then we present the details of
TDCAttack, with two discovered attack vectors.

2.1 Overview of allowlist mechanism
By reverse engineering the allowlist mechanism implementation
in three most popular super-apps, including WeChat, Alipay, and
Baidu, we generalize their workflows as illustrated in Figure 1.

When the user clicks on a deeplink specifying the super-app pro-
tocol and a mini-app ID, the super-apps loads the mini-app from
its server into the WebView-based runtime. Furthermore, the web
URL can be conveyed to the mini-app in a key-value pair query
string, which will be parsed and loaded by the mini-app. Before
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successfully loading the web content, the super-app performs a se-
curity check on the URL based on the domain allowlist configured
by the mini-app developer. Only URLs that match the allowlist are
permitted to load. Once loaded, the web content can invoke run-
time APIs provided by the super-app, which can access the user
data (e.g., saved user token, phone number) and system resources.

Furthermore, we categorize the allowlist mechanism into the
following two types based on the location of the allowlist security
checks:
• App-Side Check: This check is performed on the client-side

by super-app before a mini-app loading a web URL. Super-
app intercepts such loading request, and match target URL
with corresponding allowlist configuration. This configura-
tion is distributed dynamically from the super-app server.
• Server-Side Check: This check is performed on the super-

app server-side. In this way, the super-app sends the URL
to be loaded as a request parameter to its server and then
determines whether to allow loading based on the response.

2.2 Threat Model
In this section, we describe the threat model adopted in TDCAt-
tack. Specifically, the mini-apps are benign and can receive and
load external URLs. We consider the remote web attackers as the
TDC attackers. They aim to abuse critical functionalities or steal
sensitive data in themini-apps by exploiting vulnerabilities in their
trusted domain assets.The attackers have the capability to conduct
domain allowlist extraction and domain assets vulnerability scan-
ning on the target mini-app within their local environment. Then
they craft malicious URLs with attack payloads and send them to
the victim user. When the victim user clicks the URLs, they can
evade the allowlist checks and the embedded malicious code can
be successfully executed inside the target mini-app’s runtime.

2.3 TDCAttacks
The effectiveness of the allowlist mechanism depends on the secu-
rity and reliability of domain assets included in the allowlist. How-
ever, the security of these assets is determined by the website de-
velopers, beyond the control of mini-app developers. TDCAttack
exploits the design flaw created when mini-app developers incor-
rectly place their security trust in website developers. By inves-
tigating the top OWASP web vulnerabilities [2], we identified 4
types of vulnerabilities, as shown in Table 1, that can be used for
TDCAttack from two attack vectors as follows:
Atatck Vector #1: The allowlisted domains can be abused by
attackers. This vector consists of CWE-79 and CWE-601:
• Subdomain takeover: An attacker can gain control over a

subdomain that was previously associated with a legitimate
service but is no longer in use or properly configured. This
can happen if the subdomain’s DNS (Domain Name System)
record points to a service that has been deactivated, expired,
or moved, leaving it vulnerable to takeover by attackers.
• Expired domain:When a domain’s registration expires and

its owner doesn’t renew it, attackers can preempt the ex-
pired domain and host malicious content. If the mini-app’s

allowlist isn’t updated promptly, URLs under the attacker-
controlled domain can bypass the allowlist security check.

Attack Vector #2: Exploitable vulnerabilities in allowlisted
web pages. This vector consists of CWE-16 and CWE-672:
• XSS: If an allowlisted URL contains an XSS vulnerability, at-

tackers can inject malicious scripts into the web page.When
this compromised web page is loaded into the mini-app’s
WebView, the injected malicious code is executed, allowing
the attacker to utilize the mini-app’s identity to invoke run-
time APIs provided by the super-app.
• Open redirect: If an allowlisted URL has an open redirec-

tion vulnerability, attackers can exploit it to craft malicious
links that redirect users to their controlled web pages. This
attack can succeed because the allowlist checks solely focus
on preventing untrusted web resources from being loaded
into the WebView and do not affect the web page routing
within the WebView.

2.4 Related Work
Mini-app Studies. Recent studies reveal the model of mini-app
ecosystems, and their various advantages in different aspects of
social life, including health, education, government, and market-
ing [8, 9, 11, 16, 19, 22, 23, 25, 35]. Additionally, some studies pro-
vide program analysis technique by leveraging as dynamic analy-
sis [12, 17], and static analysis [15, 24]. In the domain of research
on attacks and defense in app-in-app ecosystems, a few pioneer-
ing studies [18, 29, 31, 32, 34] have delved into the defense mech-
anisms and vulnerabilities of these ecosystems. Specifically, Lu et
al. [18] and Zhang et al. [31] investigate the permission inconsis-
tency problem, and Zhang et al. [32] proposed the novel identity
confusion flaws in protecting runtime APIs. Zhang et al. [34] and
Yang et al. [29] measure the security prevalence of information
leakage. As a comparison, our paper focuses on the prevalent in-
jection vulnerabilities and their root causes to the allowlist mech-
anism, which has not been extensively studied before.
Content Security. There exists several techniques that support
dynamic content loading and execution in platforms such as browsers,
cross-platform apps, and hybrid apps. Numerous studies [13, 14, 20,
26–28, 30] discussed the threats and attacks against code integrity.
Richards et al. [20], Weichselbaum et al. [26], and Yue et al. [30] tar-
get the web applications running in web browsers. Jin et al. [14],
Xiao et al. [27], and Jin et al. [13] target the cross-platform apps and
hybrid apps, who can steal sensitive information or abusing sys-
tem resources. While TDCAttacks belong to this class of security
threats, our paper presents different contributions from existing
research because the defense model in app-in-app ecosystems is
different from the previous work, and bringing new challenges and
threats. Our paper present the first study on the root cause of TD-
CAttacks and their prevalence. Our proposed analysis framework
can suits for various app-in-app ecosystems despite their different
allowlist implementation.

3 TDCATTACK: AN EMPIRICAL STUDY
In this section, we present the first framework for analyzing the
security of real-world mini-app allowlist deployments. Figure 2
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serial number name CWE Security introduction Security outcome
1 Cross-site scripting 79 malicious scripts are injected into trusted websites. code injection
2 Open redirect 601 websites allows a user to control a redirect to another URL. malicious page load
3 Subdomain takeover 16 registering an existing domain name to control the domain. control domain
4 Expired domain 672 the owner has not renewed by the expiration date. control domain

Table 1: 4 types of vulnerabilities that could be exploited for TDCAttack

Mini-app 
source code

Allowlist extractor Assets appraisal Verification

Subdomain 
takeover

XSS

Open 
redirect

Expired 
domain

Entry 
collecting

Payload 
generation

Triggering

PoC report

Subdomain finder

Static analysis

Figure 2: Overview of the methodology.

shows the overview of our methodology, comprising the follow-
ing three steps:

3.1 Step I: Allowlist Extractor
In this step, we design an algorithm to identify domains that are
configured in the allowlist of a given mini-app. The high-level idea
is that we can extract the loaded URLs from the mini-app’s source
code and then employ them as the seeds for expansion via subdo-
main discovery techniques. The insight here is that the domains
of URL accessed during the normal operation of a mini-app are
included within the allowlist. We observe that in many cases the
domain allowlist checks enforced in the mini-apps are coarse. For
instance, the function “endswith()” is frequently utilized for string
comparison. Thus, the subdomain assets of these URLs can also
pass the allowlist checks.

Specifically, we perform static data-flow analysis on the source
code of a given mini-app, which can be obtained leveraging Min-
iCrawler [33]. As illustrated in algorithm 1, we begin by identify-
ing all URL loading statements (i.e., loadpoints) in the mini-app,
based on their invocation patterns learned from developer docu-
mentation (Line 4-5).Thenwe backwardly trace the source value of
loaded URLs and save them in a domain list denoted as 𝑆𝑑𝑜𝑚 (Line
6-8). This analysis is implemented on TaintMini [24]. Furthermore,
due to the domain matching operation is often broad, e.g., using
the endswith() API, we extend the 𝑆𝑑𝑜𝑚 to 𝐸𝑑𝑜𝑚 (Line 12-15) us-
ing OneForAll [4], a popular open-sourced subdomain finder tool.
Through this process, we can ultimately derive a comprehensive
and accurate representation of the domains that might be included
in the allowlist.

3.2 Step II: Assets Appraisal
In the second step, we identify unsafe domains and domain assets
that suffer from the aforementioned two attack vectors. Specifi-
cally, for the domains identified in step I, we perform security

Algorithm 1: Infer allowlist from mini-app source code
Input: mini-app source code 𝑠
Output: Inferred allowlist domains 𝐸𝑑𝑜𝑚

1 Initialize 𝑆𝑑𝑜𝑚 , 𝐸𝑑𝑜𝑚 as empty sets;
2 // Use static data-flow analysis to trace the URLs loaded in

the web-view component;
3 for each WebView in 𝑠 do
4 loadpoints← collect(WebView);
5 for each loadpoint in loadpoints do
6 url← backtrace(loadpoint);
7 𝑆𝑑𝑜𝑚 ← 𝑆𝑑𝑜𝑚 ∪ {𝑒𝑥𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑐𝑡 − 𝑑𝑜𝑚𝑎𝑖𝑛(𝑢𝑟𝑙)};
8 end
9 end

10 // Use a sub-domain finder to expand the URLs in 𝑆𝑑𝑜𝑚 ;
11 for each domain in 𝑆𝑑𝑜𝑚 do
12 subdomains← subdomain-finder(domain) ;
13 𝐸𝑑𝑜𝑚 ← 𝐸𝑑𝑜𝑚 ∪ subdomains;
14 end
15 return 𝐸𝑑𝑜𝑚

analysis with the help of several popular web vulnerability detec-
tion tools, including Xray [7] for detecting websites vulnerable
to XSS and open redirect, Aquatone [1] for identifying domains
vulnerable to subdomain takeovers, and whois [6] for detecting
expired domains. As previously mentioned, super-apps may im-
plement customized defenses against web vulnerabilities such as
XSS. To understand the potential attack vectors within a specific
app-in-app ecosystem, we perform penetration testing within our
custom-built mini-apps for WeChat, Alipay, and Baidu. In detail,
we manually configure a vulnerable website and try to load the
URL in the mini-app. If the payload is successfully loaded and the
embedded JavaScript code is executed, we classify the super-app
as susceptible to a specific attack.

3.3 Step III: Security Impact Verification
In the third step, we use template-based dynamic testing to verify
whether a mini-app can be impacted by vulnerable domain assets.
Specifically, we first identify an exploitable path in target mini-
apps through a cross-context static analysis from the mini-app’s
lifecycle function (e.g., onLoad) to the URL loading points, to an-
alyze the process of external input parsing (typically key-value
pairs). Then we extract the processed keys and combine the ex-
ploits created in the last step to generate the attack payloads in a
form like scheme://host/path?appId=[appID]&page=[page]?[key]
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Step Consuming time
Allowlist Extractor 3 min per mini-app
Assets Appraisal 2.5 min per domain
Verification 32 s per mini-app

Table 2: Efficiency of our security analysis framework

Step Result TP(%) FP(%)
Allowlist Extractor 81978 domains 97.8 2.2
Assets Appraisal 1526 vulnerable urls 91.7 8.3
Verification 26 vulnerable mini-apps 100 0
Table 3: Effectiveness of our security analysis framework

=[exploits]. We use the Android Debug Bridge (adb) to launch the
target mini-apps carrying the generated payload. Besides, we im-
plement a feedback monitor by instrumenting relevant WebView
callbacks, which enables us to determine whether the attack pay-
loads are successfully executed or not.

4 EVALUATION
In this section, we present the overall analysis results, including
efficiency and effectiveness of our analysis framework, and verified
security impacts on popular super-app platforms.

4.1 Efficiency & Effectiveness
Table 2 shows the efficiency of each step. We performed our eval-
uation on a laptop with an Intel(R) Core(TM) i7-9750H CPU @
2.60GHz processor and 24G bytes RAM, Windows 11 Operating
System. During the experiment, the tool can log the consuming
time for each step.

Table 3 lists the results of each step in our security analysis,
including the true positive rate, and false positive rate. Specifi-
cally, we analyzed 11,838 mini-apps in total, including 4,446 mini-
apps from WeChat, 3,946 from Alipay, and 3,446 from Baidu. As a
result, we successfully extracted 60,761 domains from mini-apps’
source code and extended them to 81,978 domains. In the security-
oriented experiments, we found problematic allowlisted domain
assets in 140 mini-apps, including expired domain names in 7 mini-
apps, XSS vulnerability in 135 mini-apps, and open redirect vulner-
ability in 3 mini-apps. We randomly selected 10 mini-apps from
each super-app platform (30 in total) and manually verified their
detection results. We found that the true positive rate in each step
is high, including 97.8% in the first step, 91.7% in the second step,
and 100% in the third step. For the false positives, we further ana-
lyzed their root causes and the details are presented below.

In Step I (allowlist extractor), false positives primarily arise due
to version updates. Specifically, our mini-app dataset includes ver-
sions prior to December 2022, and their allowlist configurations
may have been altered in subsequent releases. For instance, a mini-
app might modify its third-party advertiser, rendering certain do-
mains obsolete in newer versions. In step II (assets appraisal), the
false positives are caused by the limited trigger condition under the
mini-app context and the inaccuracy of the adopted vulnerability

Vulnerability name Platform
WeChat Alipay Baidu

Cross-site scripting √ ★ √
Open redirect × √ √

Subdomain takeover √ √ √
Expired domain √ √ √

Table 4: Effectiveness of 4 attacks on mainstream super-
apps. Symbol ”√” means the super-app is vulnerable, ”×”
means the super-app has customized protection, ”★ means
the iOS version of super-app is vulnerable.

detection tool. For instance, XSS vulnerabilities can be exploited by
crafting payload in HTTP query, header, and body in web attacks.
However, the attack vectors in mini-apps are limited and the XSS
payload can only be embedded in HTTP query strings. This type
of false positive can be filtered easily. Besides, the adopted web
vulnerability detection tool can introduce false positives too.

Furthermore, we manually verified their attack consequences in
3 popular super-apps. Table 4 shows the impact of different types
of vulnerabilities across them. In detail, all of the super-apps are
vulnerable to TDCAttack. Although Alipay enforces the XSS pro-
tection inside its customized WebView kernel, its iOS version that
uses WKWebView is still vulnerable to our attack.

4.2 Case Study
Now, we illustrate one real-world case study to demonstrate how
a TDC attack is discovered and performed.
Case Study: Exploit Alipay mini-app through XSS vulnera-
bility. Take ‘mini-appA’, an online car quotation platform in Ali-
pay, to illustrate the process of TDCAttack and the security con-
sequences. First, the allowlist extractor successfully discovers 20
loaded URLs from its source code and expands them to 705 do-
mains. Then, we assess the security of these domains by feeding
them to OneForAll [4]. As a result, we find a subdomain ‘sub.benig-
n.com’ contains a webpage with XSS vulnerability. That is, ma-
licious code can be injected into the mini-appA’s runtime when
https://sub.benign.com?source=[XSS-payload] is loaded. Hence, an
attacker can craft a phishing link like this:

https://ds.alipay.com/?scheme=alipays://platformapi/startapp?appId=
↩→ [mini-appA]&page=pages/webview?h5_url=
↩→ https://sub.benign.com?source=[XSS-payload]

The above link can be easily distributed to victim users through
social media such as Twitter and SinaWeibo.When the victim user
clicks it, the “mini-appA“will start and load the h5_url (i.e., https://
sub.benign.com?source=[XSS-payload]), executingmalicious code
in the XSS-payload. Note that, as “mini-appA“ saves the user’s lo-
gin token in its storage, the malicious code can steal the saved user
token by leveraging the getStorage runtime API, leading to ac-
count takeover and information leakage.
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We verify the attack on Android and iOS respectively. We find
that although Alipay has implemented security checks in its cus-
tomizedWebView kernel formitigatingXSS attacks, they only func-
tion on the Android system, leaving iOS users exposed to TDCAt-
tack. Note that, this case is hardly detected through manual au-
diting. It is because the vulnerable URL under sub.benign.com is
only designed for PC users and is not supposed to be used and
loaded in “mini-appA“. However, security analysis framework can
successfully uncover it.

5 DISCUSSION
The goal of this study is to present the TDC attack surface on the
mini-apps allowlist mechanism, and we mainly consider popular
vulnerabilities listed in the top OWASP web vulnerabilities. Be-
yond these, there are many interesting and new domain vulnera-
bilities such as image-hosting domain [10] that can be used for ex-
ploiting the vulnerable domain assets and launching TDC attacks.
We leave covering these cases for future research.
Contermeasures. To prevent TDC attacks, we propose several
mitigation strategies based on our analysis. First, super-apps and
mini-apps should enforce a standard and atomic allowlist check
mechanism such as Content Security Policies [21]. They should
carefully choose the trusted domain assets following the strict def-
inition of scheme, host, paths, and even content types. Second, the
mitigation of TDC attacks can also benefit from real-time code in-
tegrity protection, as proposed in other cross-platform apps [27].

6 CONCLUSION
In this paper, we introduced the novel TrustedDomain Compro-
mise Attack observed in real-world app-in-app ecosystems. We
classified TDCAttack into two primary attack vectors, enabling at-
tackers to manipulate unsafe allowlisted domains and URLs to by-
pass security checks. Such attacks can lead to phishing or the abuse
of sensitive runtimeAPIs, including access to storage files of victim
mini-apps. Furthermore, we conduct the first empirical study of
TDCAttack in the real-world app-in-app ecosystems. By develop-
ing a security analysis framework, we measured the TDCAttacks
in mini-apps within three prominent super-apps. Our experiments
demonstrate that our framework effectively detects mini-apps sus-
ceptible to TDCAttack, maintaining a low rate of false positives.
Notably, we identified 26 exploitable real-world mini-apps. We are
confident that our contributions will significantly enhance the se-
curity design and implementation of app-in-app ecosystems.
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